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And finally be able to pick up the kids on time!
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the ability to recall from the past, today, so you can impact your
future

People with ADHD tend to experience time as  

Now and Not Now

out of sight out of mind, including with time 
timeline and paper tube example 
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Stop trying harder,  try differently

Learning more skills isn’t the solution 

Change must take place at the point in the environment where you

experience the problem, not in your head 

Working Memory - doesn't work. Must find an external substitute.
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Dr. Russell Barkley
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Have you taken your meds? 
 

and/or  
 

have you exercised?
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ADHDers can't do this for themselves. 

Think about kids with ADHD and what 

the parents do to help them.

If you are permanently paralyzed as a 

child, you would not be expected to 

grow out of it and be able to walk when 

you are 18. Why do we expect adults 

(ourselves) to be able to do this?
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Give the reward 

right away.

Reward for little 

steps, not just the 

big ones.
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Internal or intrinsic 

motivation just isn't 

theres, so stop looking 

for it.
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INSTEAD OF “NOT NOW” 
                                     - MAKE SMALLER PIECES 

What’s the next step?

What is the next smallest, most ridiculously 
simple step that you can’t help but take? 
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External, Visual, Tactile is best
WRITE IT DOWN - and look at it 
Use a little notebook and carry it with you at all times
Use imagery and pictures to stir emotion
Example: A big stop sign in places to remind you to think - such 
as on the way out of the door to your car 
Use procrastination as your friend - within limits 
Use Social Media, such as Twitter and Facebook - post your
goals, or baby steps - and then post when you reach them. 
Give yourself little rewards, frequently
Put things on a sticky note in full view for family to see 
Can use spouse, but be careful - don’t make them your parent  
Idea capture zones - dry erase boards everywhere, the notebook
invite someone over 
schedule a speech 
tell them to visit a webpage that you haven’t invented yet :-) 
Visual timer  
Checklists 
Daily Dashboard 
Actual sticker chart - have kids help? 
Use alarms - don’t delete them 
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Keep it simple 
Use what you have until you 
outgrow it 
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lemonade 
sports drinks 
exercise 
rest 
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